
Plum helps keep the faith in telecoms

From the humble beginnings of making products using natural extracts in
her kitchen, Rivka Rose, founder and Managing Director of Radcliffe -
based Faith In Nature, transformed a passion for remedial health supplies

into a market leading manufacturer of natural skin care products nationwide.

Two years ago the company, then based in Bury, realised that it was growing at
a rapid rate and with around 30 employees this figure is expected to rise by
20% over the next few years. To accommodate the expansion of the company
and to fulfill the urgent need for more space, new premises were a must.

Malcolm Joels, Commercial Manager was assigned to manage the relocation op-
eration. He says: “The lack of space was such that additional office staff had to
be housed in an office in the next building and shared a wireless connection.”

“We have a skilful and loyal
workforce and we wanted to re-
tain them, which meant we
could not move too far. How-
ever, we were struggling for
space to meet orders so needed
to move. It was difficult finding
the right place for this reason
and also because the whole op-
eration needed to be on one
level.”

Eventually the ideal property
was found in Radcliffe and plans
for the move began in February.
Malcolm adds: “ One of the first
things to be considered was
how the telecoms infrastructure
was going to work. The existing
arrangement we had was old
and as the number of employ-
ees grew the antiquated system
created a barrier as we were
unable to put more lines in.”

Help was at hand when Peter
Savic from Oldham-based Plum
Communications joined the
project team for the move and
recommended installation of the
Avaya IP Office.
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Malcolm Joels (Faith in Nature) and Peter
Savic (Plum Communications) at the new
premises of Faith in Nature, Radcliffe



one else – you can almost visualise how important
it was to get a company involved that could com-
pletely transform not just our communications but
the way our whole operation was carried out.”

Replacing this system is now three DECT mobile
phones that can be used for external calls and in-
ternal communication as well as several fixed
phone points throughout the production area.

The number of lines into the building was increased
so that more calls can be answered when the
switchboard is busy. The introduction of overflow
ringing means calls can automatically trip onto an-
other recipient when the lines are engaged and an
answer machine service automatically connects out
of hours.

The Avaya – IP Office allows customers to listen to
music while on hold and call handlers can see via
their PCs who is busy or free to take a call. Mal-
colm says: “We have always tried to be diligent
when answering our customers and this will make
our commitment to high customer service levels
much more easy to implement.”

Office Manager, Shelagh Anderton operates the
switchboard in the main office. She says: “We
have only been using the system for a short time,
however it seems really easy to use. We look for-
ward to learning all the functions that are available
and integrating them into daily office life.”
In addition to the main benefits of the system Faith
in Nature is looking towards being able to offer
home working for some staff. Voice Over IP means
that if customers call wanting to speak to someone
who is out of the office they can still be transferred
to them seamlessly, even when they are working
from home.

Malcolm concludes about the office move: “We are
absolutely confident that we have done the right
thing with our new telecoms and are positive that
there are more benefits yet to come.”
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Malcolm says: “The challenge for Plum was that we
wanted an updated system but had a limited budget
to stick to. The consultancy that Peter provided sur-
rounding this was an invaluable service.”

Peter Savic from Plum says: " When I was briefed
on the project and got to see first hand the current
state of the communications, I had no hesitation in
suggesting Avaya. With this system companies
need not empty the bank account to bring their
communication needs up to date.”

The whole process began eight weeks before the
move. Peter gave the company a demonstration of
the system before they committed to anything and
then drew up a specification based on the com-
pany’s requirements. Four weeks before the move
Plum had ordered telephone lines for the building.
The new building had already been wired for tele-
phone and data. Plum undertook testing of the
wiring and installation of the additional wiring. The
Avaya system was installed into the existing patch
cabinet and then extensions were patched by Plum
engineers to the correct locations.

Previously there was poor communication between
the office and shop floor and external phone calls
could only be made from the office.

Malcolm says: “ Old fashioned walkie talkies and an
outdated PA system relaying information to every-
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information

The System supplied to Faith In Nature included:
IP Office 403 with ISDN2
IP Office Phone 16 Module ISDN2 digital lines
IP Office DT2050 telephones
AUB300 telephones
Elements DECT phones
Phone manager and call status
Analogue line with Broadband Service
Data cabling and testing

Shelagh Anderton (faith in Nature) and Peter Savic
(Plum) discuss the merits of the on screen display
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Glossary
Patch Cabinet
Metal cabinet used to contain data and telecoms
equipment. The cabinet may be wall mounted or
floor standing dependent upon height. Standard
width is 600mm but cabinets up to 1000mm are
becoming the norm as companies cope with hav-
ing to store more equipment.

Patch Panel
Patch panels are installed in the cabinet to termi-
nate building wiring. This allows easy connection
of computers and telephones via wall mounted
outlets.

Patch Lead
Short length of flexible cable terminated to RJ45
plug on either end used to connect between patch
panel and equipment. Cables are often colour
coded to aid service identification

Businesses can be ‘open all
hours’ with mobile technology

Running your own business or being part of a
busy organisation can often make you feel like
you need to be in two places at once.

Dashing out to meetings, sat in front of your desk
answering emails or being sat in your car in a traffic
jam can all slow down your productivity and add to
stress levels.

One way to reduce the pressure of being busy and
increase workflow is to adopt OpenHand, a fully
functioning ‘office on the move’ made available by
simply using your existing mobile phone.

Picture the scene: you’re with a client and some ur-
gent information you don’t have at hand is needed,
all you need to do is switch on your mobile device
and access your files as you would in the office. By
using OpenHand you can ensure a prompt reply to
any important enquiries while you are away from
your computer, allowing more productivity time
when back in the office.

So, how does it work? From anywhere in the world,
with almost any mobile device, OpenHand allows
you to access your email, provides email alerts, al-
lows access to stored server information and if don’t
have a server, will even create one for you.

The mobile market is swamped with different mobile
solutions but for those businesses that like to keep
their eye on cost, Plum is offering customers an al-
ternative to expensive gadgets. Mobile email has be-
come a staple requirement for internal and external
communications activity within the majority of sec-
tors and businesses have already been feeling the
benefits of a more efficient office.

For those ready to adopt, who would like to test out
the technology first, Plum Communications is offer-
ing a free trial of OpenHand so you can see for your-
self how this can help improve your business.

Customers can choose from OpenHand Enterprise
for those who host their own server and OpenHand-
SoHosted who don’t have their own email server.

Download your free trial of Openhand at:
www.plumcom.co.uk/openhand.html
or call Plum for a free demonstration 0161 622 3500

Training for Great North Run

Plum customer services supervisor Suzanne
Cain is in training for the Great North Run in
September. We reported in July that she will

be sponsored to raise funds for Leukaemia Care.

Anyone wishing to sponsor Suzanne to raise funds
for the charity may contact her on 0161 622 3500.
We will carry a full report in the next newsletter.
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BROADBAND
Fast and Reliable Service

Plum Customers can choose ADSL Broadband for
just £19 per month plus VAT with download
speeds up to 8Mb depending upon exchange dis-
tance and line quality.

This type of connections is intended for up to five
PCs. For larger locations the Office Service offers
great value at £25 per month plus VAT.

Plum ADSL connections are provided with a static
IP address, mail sending via SMTP, web space and
email handling.

Plum also provide Domain registration and hosting
and for customers on the move webmail allows
emails to be collected from the plum website.

Higher bandwidth connections are available via
SDSL, leased line, private circuit and Wireless.

TELEPHONE SYSTEMS
Help with Your Telephone Strategy

Do you need help deciding whether to replace or
upgrade your telephone system? Do you obtain
maximum benefit from your current system?

Plum offer businesses a free review of their tele-
phone systems including analysis of current
equipment, service costs and future requirements.

MOBILES
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The Answer to High Mobile Costs

Are your mobile costs too high?
Plum provide a free audit of mobile costs and a
recommendation on potential savings. We offer
tariffs from all 6 main networks and our own be-
spoke tariff with line rental from £4 per month

A wide range of handsets are available and full
itemised billing is available through the on line
service. High volume users will benefit from spe-
cially designed bundled tariffs. Full analysis of bills
is available as part of the plum service.

TELEPHONE LINES AND CALLS
How to save money and time

Are you fed up of poor service from your current
telephone provider?
Would you like to save money without having to
change anything?

Plum customers save up to 40% of their tele-
phone spend compared to their previous supplier.

With Plum SIP Service you can benefit from free
calls between your own sites.

For further information about any of the articles
in this newsletter or to request additional paper
copies please contact:
plum communications Ltd
Bright Street
Oldham
OL8 4AB
t: 0161 622 3500
f: 0161 622 3501
info@plumcom.co.uk
www.plumcom.co.uk

To request an email version of this newsletter
please email subscribe@plumcom.co.uk
The views expressed in this newsletter are not
necessarily those of Plum Communications Ltd

GUIDE TO THE AVAYA IP OFFICE

Plum Communications have produced a Guide to
the Avaya IP Office

For your own copy of this guide please email
avaya@plumcom.co.uk or call 0161 622 3500

Please state whether you require the guide as
printed version or pdf


